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summary from the
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The Auditor General is an independent officer of
the Parliament with responsibility for auditing the
public sector. The Auditor General has complete
discretion in the performance of these functions. This
independence and freedom from pressure, influence or
interference is the cornerstone of public sector audit.

Year in review

Ms Caroline Spencer was appointed Auditor General
for a non-renewable term of 10-years in May 2018,
in accordance with the Auditor General Act 2006.
The Office of the Auditor General (OAG) supports
the Auditor General and is one of the largest audit
practices in Western Australia. The OAG is a public
sector entity and the Auditor General is the Chief
Executive Officer and employer of staff.
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The Auditor General reports directly to Parliament.
Three parliamentary committees have oversight of
our operations – the Legislative Assembly’s Public
Accounts Committee, the Legislative Council’s
Estimates and Financial Operations Committee and
the Joint Audit Committee.
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Figure 1: OAG reporting structure to Parliament
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The Auditor General is responsible for:
•

auditing the Annual Report on State finances

•

conducting annual financial statement, key performance indicator
(KPI) and control audits, and issuing audit opinions for State
government entities including departments, statutory authorities,
tertiary institutions and corporatised entities

Year in review

•

conducting annual financial statement audits and issuing auditor’s
reports for local government entities

Highlights
2018-19

•

undertaking wide-ranging performance audits to ensure there
are adequate controls within State and local government entities,
compliance with relevant legislation, and most importantly efficiency
and effectiveness of operations or programs

Significant issues
2018-19

reporting the results of audits to Parliament in an objective,
competent, insightful and timely manner.

Our performance

•

We achieve this with a budget of $29.6 million, 170 employees and the
professional resources of our contract audit firm partners. We have
a diverse cultural and social workforce. Our people have a range of
qualifications and experiences well beyond simply auditing. We are
very proud of this diversity because it strengthens our capacity and
culture, better reflects the vibrant WA community and makes the OAG
a more enjoyable place to work.

Performance
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Figure 2: Members of our IT Services (top) and
Performance Audit (bottom) teams
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Executive summary from the Auditor General
to see the way our Office embraced this
commitment and progress in all 4 areas
is already evident. This is most notable in
our work around local government audit
reform.

the Office. This occasion will provide an
opportunity to recognise our foundations
as well as the continued diligence and
dedication displayed by the current OAG
team in what has been a productive
12-months.
I was extremely pleased to see the Office
meet its reporting delivery target for the year.
I want to acknowledge the effort and hours
all the audit teams put in to finalise these
reports, many of which have highlighted
important issues in public administration
across both the State and local government
sectors. The Office can be very proud of
this work, which involved staff overseeing
significant changes in local government
auditing processes while progressing some
key internal projects.
May 2019 marked 190 years since the
establishment of a public sector auditing
function in Western Australia. Before even
landing on the shores of what would become
the Swan River Colony in 1829, Captain
James Stirling formed a Board of Counsel
and Audit. The Board was responsible for the
management of the property of the Crown
and of public property within the settlement.
From these origins the Office of the Auditor
General (OAG) was built and I am privileged
to have now completed my first full year as
the State’s 19th Auditor General. In November
we will celebrate the 190th anniversary of

Our internal projects reflect an ongoing
commitment to improving the efficiency of our
work and its usefulness to our stakeholders.
Operating in a tight economic environment
with increasing demands means we must
always look to improve how efficiently we
audit without compromising the quality of
our work. We recognise we are not alone in
this pursuit and that the entities we audit and
indeed many in the broader WA community
face similar challenges.
In last year’s Annual Report, I listed 4
key focus areas my Executive team and I
committed to advancing. It was encouraging

In March, we delivered our first local
government audit results report summarising
the results of our audits of financial and
management controls across 42 local
government entities. I would like to thank
my financial audit team, and the local
government entities they audited, for the
collaborative way in which they worked to
manage this new relationship. Over the next
3 years, we will continue our transition to
become the financial auditor of all 148 local
government entities in Western Australia.
This will represent an 80% increase in the
number of entities we audit. While I have
received encouraging feedback regarding
our presence in the local government
audit space, we will nonetheless seek to
identify further opportunities to help them
address the challenges this transition may
present. In the interim, we will continue
urging local government entities to develop
a stronger commitment towards good and
better practice rather than focusing on
minimum compliance with their legislative
responsibilities. This will undoubtedly help
them enhance financial management
controls, service delivery and community
confidence.
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We also demonstrated strong focus in our
commitment toward maximising the impact of
our audit work by publishing better practice
guidance checklists in our performance audit
reports. We have produced these checklists
in 11 of our reports and have collated them
on a better practice guidance page on our
revamped website. The benefit of these
checklists should extend well beyond the
entities we audit. Indeed, I would encourage
all State and local government entities
to use our checklists to self-assess their
practices and controls in key areas including
fraud prevention, procurement, project
management, contract management, and the
use of cloud-based software services.
Within the organisation, we have sought
to strengthen our internal capabilities and
contribute to cross-entity knowledgesharing by supporting an active secondment
program. Throughout the year, 7 staff were
seconded into the OAG and 10 of our
officers took up placements in other State
government entities. We also welcomed our
largest annual intake of graduates (10) in
February. These outcomes are consistent
with my desire to see the OAG contribute
to building a highly-skilled public sector
workforce commited to diligently serving the
community and the Parliament.
Among the internal initiatives progressed
this year, a particular highlight was our
Executive’s endorsement of the OAG’s
inaugural Reconciliation Action Plan

2018-2021 (RAP). The RAP outlines how our
Office will collaborate with Aboriginal people
and communities wherever appropriate
to enhance the outcomes from our audit
work. As part of this commitment to greater
collaboration, we have set a target of 100%
Aboriginal community engagement on all
relevant audit topics.

Committee, the Estimates and Financial
Operations Committee and the Joint Audit
Committee. I like to think these interactions
are mutually beneficial. The attention
these committees give to following up and
scrutinising OAG reports and entity actions
certainly provides a valuable supplement to
our work.

The RAP is one of several subtle but
significant changes to our approach that
I hope will see us further recognised in
the community as a culturally aware and
respectful organisation. I believe this is a
fitting way of building on the strong legacy of
my predecessors while adapting as necessary
to the OAG’s expanded role as auditor of both
State and local government sectors.

Finally, I would like to offer my sincerest
gratitude to my Executive team, our senior
leaders, all OAG staff and our contract
audit firm partners for their contributions
throughout the year. Your determination
to maintain the highest standards of
professionalism and quality in the face of
a significantly increasing and challenging
workload has been impressive and inspiring.

I would like to thank the Parliament for the
support I have received since assuming
the role of Auditor General. I have
appreciated the level of interest members
have demonstrated when attending our
report briefings and in their subsequent
deliberations during parliamentary
proceedings. While my position is that of
an independent officer of the Parliament,
I am keen to ensure that the OAG works
as collaboratively as possible with the
Parliament and its committees to support
their important work as legislators. In
this respect, we were pleased to provide
evidence to 4 separate committee inquiries.
We have also interacted regularly with our
oversight committees, the Public Accounts
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We audited
We have

170

employees

State government entities

172

employing over

managing

people

in assets

139,000

entities and
subsidiaries

Year in review

$225 billion

Highlights
2018-19

Our people spend over

12,000

Local government entities

148

hours on professional
development

53% are from
culturally diverse
backgrounds

local
government entities

reports to
Parliament

Significant issues
2018-19

on service delivery
and infrastructure

Our performance

$4 billion

including the financial statements of 46 local
government entities for the first year of the
financial audit transition
employing over

24,500 people

Performance
management
framework

managing

$40 billion
in assets

We delivered

29

spending nearly

Organisational
structure

Satisfaction

201

certifications of
financial and
statistical information

217

opinions
on financial
statements

95% of

parliamentarians
surveyed were
satisfied with
our reports and
services
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Highlights 2018-19
We tabled 29 reports in Parliament meeting
our reporting delivery target for the year. They
highlight important issues in financial and public
administration across both the State and local
government sectors (page 68).
Continuing with our local government audit mandate
we undertook our first financial audits of 46 local
government entities. This is the first year of a 4-year
transition (page 48).

Our performance audits have brought positive
change including a new salinity management
program and a trial program to extend the age limit
for young people living in State care (page 78).

Our first Reconciliation Action Plan 2018-2021
was approved and in simple, clear terms states the
activities and deliverables we aim to implement to
contribute to reconciliation with First Nations people
(page 28).
In February 2019, our largest graduate intake
started their OAG journey with a 5-week induction
(page 26).

Our
responsibilities

Significant issues 2019-20
The Local Government Amendment (Auditing) Act
2017 will increase the number of entities we audit
by 80%. We have found that each local government
audit takes more time than comparably sized State
sector audits. We will continue to engage with the
sector to help with the audit transition.
After over 10 years reporting on information and
communications technology (ICT) systems in the State
government sector, we find significant issues remain.
We will liaise with the Office of Digital Government to
support their whole-of-government initiative to improve
cyber security and digital capability.
We will be replacing our financial and performance
audit software. This is a significant undertaking,
which will require extensive change management,
risk management and staff training. We have
developed a comprehensive project and
communications plan to help manage the change
(page 37).
The number of ministerial notifications we receive
continues to draw resources away from our
performance audit program. Opinions are a legislative
requirement and improve Government transparency
and accountability to the Parliament but it is difficult to
anticipate and plan for how many we will receive and
the scale of the work involved. We are looking at ways
to manage this requirement without impacting the
delivery of our performance audit program.
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Financial performance

Key effectiveness performance

Full details of our financial performance are presented in the financial
statements section of this report from page 80. The following
summarises our actual financial performance versus target for 2018-19.

Our effectiveness indicator measures the extent to which we
have informed Parliament about public sector accountability and
performance against 4 specified categories.

2018-19 2018-19
Actual
Target Variance
$’000
$’000
$’000

2018-19
Actual

2018-19
Target

Service delivery

2

7

Report category
Status

Total cost of services

29,624

29,561

63

Total income other than
State Government

Economic development

1

2

20,920

21,413

(493)

Social and environment

3

5

Governance

23

15

Total

29

29

Net cost of services

8,704

Net decrease in cash and
cash equivalents

(1,112)

Total equity
Number of approved
full-time equivalent (FTE)

8,148
(896)

13,537

13,239

158

144

556
(216)
298
14

Table 1: Key elements of our financial performance
The main reason for this variance is a lower than estimated stage of
completion of financial audits at year-end against target (mainly for local
government entities). This impacted income and consequently net cost of
services and cash movement. Refer to note 9.9 Explanatory statement
on page 111.
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2018-19

Table 2: Our effectiveness indicator – number of performance
audit reports by category

Our performance

While we did not achieve our target per category, we were able to meet our
overall report target for 2018-19. While our topic selection process (page 53)
aims to provide Parliament with advice and assurance across all categories,
other factors play a significant role in our topic selection and for this reason
our category targets may not always be met in any given year.

Performance
management
framework

Organisational
structure

Enabling
legislation

The increase over target for staff levels is due to additional resourcing
required as we progressed financial auditing of a further 66 local
government entities. The expense of this increase was offset by a
corresponding decrease in supplies and services for contract audit firms.

Our strategic plan
and direction
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We also maintain a 3-year target to assist when developing the forward audit
plan, 2018-19 is the first year in our current 3-year cycle.
Report category

Target over 3-years

Service delivery

21

Economic development

12

Social and environment

12

Governance

45

Total

90

Table 3: Three year report targets for 2019-2021
Full details of the categories and our performance including 5-year
trend data are available on page 117.

Key efficiency performance
Our key efficiency indicators measure the overall efficiency in delivering
our public sector auditing service. Our efficiency indicators report our
costs (relative to government expenditure) and the average number of
days taken to issue our opinions.

Efficiency indicator
Total audit cost per million
dollars of gross government
expenditure

2018-19 2018-19
Actual
Target Variance
($)
($)
($)
575

Status

(29)

Executive
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Auditor General

Year in review

Attest (financial) audit cost
per million dollars of gross
government expenditure

431

Performance audit cost
per million dollars of gross
government expenditure

144

Average number of days
taken after balance date
to issue financial audit
opinions

546

Our
responsibilities

65.6
days

401

145

(30)

Highlights
2018-19

1

Significant issues
2018-19

68.0
days

Our performance

Table 4: Our efficiency indicators
Our total audit cost is broken into our 2 audit areas, financial and
performance auditing. While the performance audit cost was on target,
the attest (financial) audit area exceeded the target. This was due to
expenditure associated with the financial auditing of local government
that was not included in the original target.
The favourable variance between actual and target for the average
number of days to issue financial opinions is due to entities preparing
financial statements and key performance indicators in a timely manner
and efficiency improvements in the audit process.
Full details of our key efficiency indicators including 5-year trend data
are available on page 118.
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Additional indicator performance
We have also established targets for the various types of reports we table in Parliament. 		
Although not audited we monitor these indicators because it is important in understanding
our operational performance.
2018-19
Actual

2018-19
Target

Broad scope performance audits focus primarily
on the effective management and operations of entity
programs and activities.

4

10

Narrow scope performance audits have a tight focus
and generally target entity compliance with legislation,
public sector policies and accepted good practice.

9

12

Section 82 ministerial notifications are when a Minister
is required to inform the Auditor General that they decided
not to provide certain information to Parliament.

8

na

Focus area audits concentrate on common financial
business practices across the public sector and provide
information about areas of better practice as well as
potential deficiencies and pitfalls.

3

3

Annual audits results reports

5

4

29

29

Parliamentary report types

Total
Matters of significance to Parliament are the key
messages in our reports defined as the issues a general
parliamentary reader would take away from the report
after the detail of specific findings and recommendations
has receded into the background.

222
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Table 5: Parliamentary reports by audit type
While we aim to meet our report targets, we are also at times required to reallocate
resources to section 82 ministerial notifications or other audits. During 2018-19, the
reallocation of audit resources resulted in a lower number of broad and narrow scope
performance audit reports tabled.

Our strategic plan
and direction
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Performance management framework
State government entities work together to achieve 4 high level goals
and broader strategic outcomes of the Western Australian Government.
Government goal

Outcome

Sustainable finances

Responsible financial management and better
service delivery

Future jobs and skills

Grow and diversify the economy, create jobs
and support skills development

Strong communities

Safe communities and supported families

Better places

A quality environment with liveable and
affordable communities and vibrant regions

Table 6: Four State Government goals
The services and activities entities deliver are linked to the 4
Government goals and contribute to achieving the Government
outcomes.
Through our desired outcome of ‘an informed Parliament on public
sector accountability and performance’ we provide oversight of the
Government’s achievement of its 4 goals including responsible financial
management and better service delivery.

Executive
summary from the
Auditor General

Our desired outcome and the service we provide reflects this:
Desired outcome against Government goals
An informed Parliament on public sector
accountability and performance

Year in review

Service provided

Highlights
2018-19

Public sector auditing
Key effectiveness indicator

Key efficiency indicator

The extent that the OAG is
effective in informing Parliament
about public sector accountability
and performance is measured
by the number of tabled reports
compared to target for each of
the following categories of audit
matter:

The OAG is responsible for
undertaking the external audit
of the Western Australia public
sector. This is done through
audits of controls, financial
statements, key performance
indicators, efficiency and
effectiveness, and reporting the
results to Parliament. Efficiency is
measured by the:

•

service delivery

•

economic development

•

social and environment

•

governance.

•

audit cost per million
dollars of gross government
expenditure

•

days taken to issue financial
audit opinion.

Table 7: Performance management framework

Significant issues
2018-19
Our performance
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Caroline Spencer
Auditor General

Year in review
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Sandra Labuschagne
Deputy Auditor General

Our performance
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Don Cunninghame

Jason Beeley

Aloha Morrissey

Michelle Shafizadeh

Sadie Godfrey

Assistant Auditor General

Assistant Auditor General

Assistant Auditor General

Assistant Auditor General

Assistant Auditor General

FINANCIAL AUDIT

PERFORMANCE AUDIT
Conducts audits into the efficiency
and effectiveness of public sector
entities and programs and
entity performance.

TECHNICAL AND
AUDIT QUALITY

BUSINESS SERVICES

Conducts audits of financial
statements, controls and
performance indicators, and
issues audit opinions. Summarises
the results of these audits in
a report to Parliament. Also
performs focus area audits.

INFORMATION
SYSTEMS AND
PERFORMANCE AUDIT
Conducts narrow scope
performance audits, information
systems audits and opinions on
ministerial notifications.

Provides accounting, audit and
governance technical advice,
assists in the development of
standards by standard setting
bodies, monitoring audit quality,
development of better practice
guides and risk management.

Organisational
structure

Provides workforce and
professional development,
financial management, information
technology, administration,
information management,
parliamentary liaison, strategic
planning and communications.

Enabling
legislation

Our strategic plan
and direction

Figure 3: Organisational structure
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Senior officers
The 7 members of the Executive Management Group set the strategic direction and organisational values that define the activities of the OAG.
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Caroline Spencer

Sandra Labuschagne

Jason Beeley

Michelle Shafizadeh

BBus, FCPA, FCA, GAICD, FGIA, FCIS

BCompt, Hons BCompt CA (SA)

BA Hons (Oxon), Dip Strategic Studies

BBus, FCA, FCPA, FAIM, FGIA, GAICD,
MIPAA, Registered Company Auditor

Caroline has experience in
financial and performance audit
across jurisdictions and sectors,
and prior to her appointment
led a professional services
firm specialising in public
sector audit and governance.
Caroline has held a number
of predominantly public sector
board and audit committee
roles in several jurisdictions.

Sandra was appointed Deputy
Auditor General in December
2018. She joined the OAG in
2012 and has extensive public
and private sector auditing
experience in South Africa, New
Zealand and Australia.

Caroline has a passion for
promoting accountability and
continuous improvement across
the public sector and the audit
profession – to enhance trust
and performance for the benefit
of the communities we serve.

Don was appointed Assistant
Auditor General in 2008. He
joined the OAG in 1992 after
an information systems audit
career mainly in the internal
audit divisions of large insurance
companies. Don has worked in
our information systems audit
branch, headed our corporate
services division, and was
our chief finance officer and a
director of financial audit.

Jason was appointed
Assistant Auditor General in
2009. He joined the OAG in
2006, following 5 years as
a commercial and general
manager in the defence and
technology sectors. Jason
previously worked with the UK
National Audit Office conducting
and managing value for money
studies, mainly of the Ministry of
Defence.

Don Cunninghame
BCom, FCPA, CISA

Michelle was appointed
Assistant Auditor General in
2011 after joining the OAG in
2010. Previously, Michelle was
the National Assurance Services
Technical Director for William
Buck Chartered Accountants
and before that a Perth
Assurance Services Partner for
BDO Chartered Accountants.

Sadie Godfrey
MBA (Curtin), Assoc Dip Bus (Accounting)

BBus, Grad Dip Bus Admin, CPA

Sadie was appointed Assistant
Auditor General in 2008. She
has diverse and extensive
experience in corporate
management, working in the
areas of education and industrial
relations. Sadie was previously
Director of Corporate Services
at the Department of the
Registrar, Western Australian
Industrial Relations Commission
before joining the OAG.

Office of the Auditor General | Annual Report 2018-2019
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Aloha Morrissey
Aloha was appointed Assistant
Auditor General in June 2019.
She joined the OAG in 2002 and
was appointed as a Director in
the Information Systems and
Performance Audit business
unit in 2014. Prior to joining the
OAG, Aloha held a range of
investigation and audit positions
with the Australian Securities and
Investments Commission and the
Australian Taxation Office.
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Enabling legislation

Our strategic plan and direction

The Governor appoints the Auditor General under the Auditor General
Act 2006. The OAG is a department of the public sector under the
Public Sector Management Act 1994. As the accountable authority,
the Auditor General must discharge responsibilities under the Financial
Management Act 2006.

Our strategic plan centres around 4 key areas of the business that we
have identified as important in achieving our vision and mission.

Key legislation

•

We have processes and controls in place to ensure that we comply
with all State and Commonwealth legislation and regulations that affect
our activities, including laws affecting entities and activities subject to
audit by the Auditor General. The following laws have a direct impact
on our operations:

We have identified that we need our people to be motivated,
innovative, collaborative, accountable, valued, skilled and
knowledgeable.

•

Our tools are vital in supporting our people to achieve our goals.
Our tools need to be robust, efficient, user-friendly, flexible, agile,
reliable and compliant.

Auditor General Act 2006

•

Disability Services Act 1993
Equal Opportunity Act 1984

Our people working with our tools with the right approach will deliver
our products to fulfil our outcome:
Work that makes a difference and helps to improve the public sector.

Our approach needs to be consistent, fair and balanced,
independent, transparent, pragmatic, professional and
contemporary.

Industrial Relations Act 1979
Local Government Amendment (Auditing) Act 2017

Our full strategic plan is outlined in Appendix 1.

Local Government Act 1995

During the year a review of the existing strategic plan confirmed the
actions, measures and targets remain relevant and current so we can
be confident that our areas of focus will deliver the required outcomes.
Our current plan is dynamic and has been adapted in response to our
changing environment, emerging concerns or opportunities.

Minimum Conditions of Employment Act 1993
Occupational Safety and Health Act 1984
Public Interest Disclosure Act 2003

Year in review

Highlights
2018-19

We have cascading internal plans which are integrated with our strategic
plan to ensure that all areas of the business are working in the same
direction to deliver common goals.

Financial Management Act 2006
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Public Sector Management Act 1994
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Our performance
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Salaries and Allowances Act 1975
State Records Act 2000
State Supply Commission Act 1991
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Workers’ Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981.
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Figure 5: The OAG Executive team
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>> Looking forward
We are entering the fourth year of our 5-year strategic plan
and in the next year we will start work on a new strategic
plan. We will evaluate the effect of recent significant changes
including the local government audit mandate and our new
leadership team, and review our desired outcomes and strategic
direction, ensuring our strategies and actions are relevant and
contemporary. We will also review our key internal plans that
support the strategic plan.

Organisational
structure

Enabling
legislation

Our strategic plan
and direction

Figure 4: The OAG Strategic Plan 2016-2020
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The origins of the OAG date back to the first months of settlement of the Swan River colony in 1829. In May, before even landing on shore, 		
Captain Stirling formed a Board of Counsel and Audit in the management of the property of the Crown, and of public property within the settlement.
Stirling commanded the Office of the Commissioners of the Board of Counsel and Audit be opened for the despatch of business on
12 August 1829. But they were very humble beginnings, operating out of a tent on the site chosen for the Town of Perth.

Year in review

Western Australia has had 19 Auditors General. The current Auditor General, Caroline Spencer, is the first female appointed to the role.

Highlights
2018-19

1982

1844

Peter Broun

1872

Edward Lane
Courthope

1832

William Rolston

1945

William
Nicholas

1891

1968

Significant issues
2018-19

Ormond Boyer

Fred Spencer

John Lewis

Our performance
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1936

Sydney Arnold
Taylor

1 July 1831

Captain Mark
Currie appointed
first auditor of
Western Australia

12 August
1829

Office of the
Commissioners
of the Board of
Counsel and
Audit opened

1962

1975

Clifford
Press

1846

William Knight

Alan
Tonks

1904

16 September 1881

The first Audit Act 1881
introduced to provide
for effective keeping
and auditing of public
accounts

1987

Alan Smith

30 December 1985

Charles Samuel Toppin

1969

Will Adams

1954

Constantine
Mathea

Financial Administration
and Audit Act 1985
introduced efficiency and
effectiveness examinations
of State government entities
(performance audit) and the
audit of entities’ KPIs
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About us

1 June 1988

25 August 2016

First performance
audit tabled – The
Management of Prisons
Industries

Our
responsibilities

9 May 2018

First local government focus area audit tabled
– Controls Over Corporate Credit Cards

Joint Standing Committee on
Audit tabled Review of the
Operation and Effectiveness of
the Auditor General Act 2006

Executive
summary from the
Auditor General

5 October 2018
21 December 2006

Financial Management
Act 2006 separated
audit and financial
management legislation

28 October 2017
11 November 2009

1991

First report using
‘follow-thedollar’ powers –
Accountability for
Government Grants

Des
Pearson

The Local
Government
Amendment
(Auditing) Act 2017
proclaimed, giving
the Auditor General
the mandate
to audit local
government entities

28 May 2018

First local
government
financial audit
opinion signed
for Eastern
Metropolitan
Regional Council

Caroline Spencer
began 10-year term
as Auditor General

11 October 2018

First local
government
performance audit
tabled – Local
Government
Procurement

Year in review

Highlights
2018-19

Significant issues
2018-19
Our performance

Performance
management
framework
2007

Colin Murphy

21 December 2006
Auditor General Act
2006 introduced
‘follow-the-dollar’
powers for when
private sector entities
perform functions on
behalf of the public
sector

Organisational
structure

>> Looking forward – 190 years
In November 2019, the OAG will celebrate a significant milestone, our 190-year
anniversary. Over this time we have been led by 19 Auditors General and have gone from
only auditing financial statements on a whole-of-colony basis to conducting financial audits
of every state sector entity and performance audits, follow-the-dollar audits and most
recently the auditing of the local government sector. Plans are underway for how we will
mark this momentous occasion.
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